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Obligatory Disclaimer
"The Marque" is the official publication of the Miami
Valley Triumphs Car Club, P. O. Box 144, Bellbrook, OH
45305. Views stated in the "Marque" are not necessarily those
of the officers or members of the club. Technical data is
provided for information only and no liability is assumed for
suitability, applicability, or safety. Miami Valley Triumphs is a
registered chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register and a local
center of the Triumph Register of America. Meetings are held
the first Wednesday of the month at Fuddruckers Restaurant
on Kingsbridge Drive, behind the Dayton Mall, unless
otherwise noted in the "Marque". General membership
meetings are at 8:00 pm with informal dinner starting at 6:00
pm prior to the meeting. Anyone interested is most heartily
invited to attend. Triumph car ownership is not required.
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The President’s Comments, August, ‘05

It has been a full summer and we are only
halfway through. Elsewhere in the Marque are
reports about TRA in Branson and the
Concour’s at Ault Park. There should also be
pictures.
Things seem to be shaping up well for BCD
Day if I believe registration numbers. It will be
on us in a flash. There’s one last coordinating
meeting, 29 July at Poelking Lanes.
August also is home to the Pool Party, which I
hope you’re all planning to attend. But first is
the Covered Bridge Tour, 30 July, courtesy of
Bruce Clough, and I hope to see many of you
at that event.
 I finally got back on-line, and it is a relief
except for the 299 emails I have to sort and
throw away.
 At this point, the little red car is still not whole.
I’ve decided to tow it to a muffler shop and let
them make a pipe section for it. Problem is
finding someone with towing experience.
 See you at the August meeting.
-----------------------------------------------------------

July Membership Meeting Minutes
July 2, 2005

?
-----------------------------------------------------------

July & August 2005 Events
(As reported)

AUGUST

3 Monthly Membership Meeting @
Fuddruckers, 7:30 pm

5 BCD Set up at Eastwood Park, 6:00 pm

6 21st Annual British Car Day,
Registration starts at 9:00 am

13 Pool Party at the Balls'

21 Ohio Valley Austin - Healey Club drivers'
training sessions at Live Oaks



Concours D’Elegance – Cincinnati Ault
Park, 12 June, 2005 ( S. Seto)

This event is done every year to raise money in
support of the Arthritis Foundation.
 Through a mutual friend, I have come in
contact with Bill Niemeyer (raced Alfa’s in the
late fifties and sixties), and he asked me to
apply for the TR-3. Well, I did, but was
eventually rejected as they had filled the class
with a really great looking car from
Indianapolis. I wasn’t disappointed, but decided
to go to the show anyhow as it is one I’ve read
about but never ever gone too.
The Featured Marque this year was the Shelby
Cars. I took my trusty camera and after church
(Norma was in Kentucky visiting her Mom, I
knew you were going to ask) lit out for Hyde
Park and Observatory Ave., an old stomping
ground from when I was a bachelor in the
Sixties.  The park itself is pretty large and
accommodates this type of show easily.
Admission is $20.00. There are thirteen
classes ranging from “up to 1924” , then
roughly a class for every fifteen years and
broken into sedans and sports, Motorcycles
and Racing. For the featured Marque there
were four classes, Mustangs, Cobras,
Competition and Other.
The Shelby’s were prolific. Several of the
competition Coupes, including the only (427
engined) Super Coupe, 260, 289 and 427
Roadsters, Ford GT’s, 350 GT Mustangs and
in the Other category, lots of the Ford
produced Mustangs of the late sixties and early
seventies.
I just wandered around and shot cars of
interest, like the 1930’s AC Sedan, 1913 Rolls-
Royce, a steamer from the ‘teens , and a
Jaguar SS100. I ran into Jay Kolb, and we
spent some time wandering around the cars
and discussing what we liked and didn’t. Jay
was an “At Large” selection committee man (I
did not press for an explanation). A selection of
the pictures I took is posted elsewhere in the
Marque.
Like most concours, I found it interesting to see
cars I seldom see in the shows normally
attended, and I’ve always liked the Shelby’s,

especially the 289 side-oiler competition
roadsters. I’ll probably go again next year…..

TRA – Branson, MO, 23 – 25 June, 2005 (S.
Seto)

Sponsored By TRA and organized by the
Texas Triumph Register (TTR), Jim Wortsman,
President, and his assistants, Vern Burnett and
Russ Seto, Events Co-Chairmen, with a strong
assist from Garry Fuqua (on the ground in
Branson), this event ended up drawing 90 plus
entries.
All spring I had been working on the little red
car (TR3B) to get it ready for the 600 mile
journey from Loveland. New rod bearings,
transmission seals, differential oil seal, new
rear springs and a fuel filter. I took the car off
the jack stands in early June and started a
shakedown trip of some 25 miles. At twelve
miles, I thought the tappets were a little loud.
At twenty five miles and back in the garage, I
was certain it wasn’t tappets, and upon
opening the hood with the car at idle, I knew I
had a monster exhaust leak. I couldn’t see
anything as my exhaust manifold was wrapped
to reduce heat flux into the passenger’s side of
the car (a wife complaint). Off came the carbs,
out came the exhaust manifold, after I had also
pulled the generator and heater hoses on that
side of the car. The pipe to the fourth cylinder
was cracked thru and all the way around just in
the pipe bend about an inch from the manifold
flange. Replace or repair?? Decided to replace.
Got Moss Motors on the line and they promptly
mailed me a replacement (not original casting
but welded up pipe with a Y-pipe.) Upon fitting
it, it was clear that this new manifold was not
going to match the necessary flow contour to
get to the muffler piping (Built on a Jig, indeed).
I had lost eight days, but realized that if I could
get the cracked part welded, there was still
time to get it on. At the weld shop, they grit
blasted to prep for welding and the hairline
fracture became the Grand Canyon, because
the pipe had been thinned out, too. We went to
Branson in my Volkswagon, R32!  Not all bad,
we had more packing space and air
conditioning, not to mention very good gas
mileage (24.5 to 27 mpg depending on the
terrain), and cup holders.



We left on a Tuesday morning and took I-71 to
Louisville and hence to St. Louis where we
overnighted with my youngest brother’s family.
Mid-morning, Wednesday, we headed for
Branson on I-44. We encountered two things:
hills and trucks… Mostly eighteen wheelers,
traveling in small pods of three and five. Get to
a hill, and one or more would pull out to pass a
slower truck. If they had given you 30 more
seconds you’d have been passed them with
miles of open road ahead until the next pod
some ten miles distant. Where there were truck
passing lanes, they would pullout three abreast
(these guys were pros, they knew all the tricks
to keep cars behind them.) This is where the
VW came into its own. With power to spare, I’d
wait until a hill loomed and then sprinted the
last 100 yards to the rear of the tail ender (first
one to pull out), and blocked him. Then I’d
sprint further cutting off the third truck, the
second, by that time, having pulled out. As we
crested the hill, the second truck would almost
be passed and as we would start down the
reverse slope the truck being passed would
speed up, but the passing truck would also, so
it remained to be seen which would win the
“down hill” and we were all going faster than
the speed limit so I didn’t care. Somewhere the
passing truck would get the edge and finally
pull over, and then we’d get passed. Doing this
for 200 miles (St. Louis to Springfield) was no
fun and coupled with the fact that I-44 in
terrible shape for the first eighty miles it was a
bumpy ride. At Springfield we turned south on
Route 65 and blew into Branson at about two
in the afternoon. We were staying at the Dutton
Inn on Green Mountain Road. We got our
room, unpacked and looked up brother Russ
and his wife Marianne. Russ wasn’t hard to
find, he was in the front parking lot helping a
guy change a water pump on a Spitfire. A
pulley or a bearing had to be pressed off the
old pump and put on the new part. So I got the
VW and we all piled in for a trip to Fuqua’s
place of business (rebuilding sports cars) to get
that done. This would also give me a chance to
look at where I had been asked to put a
Funkhana course. Norma found Marianne in
the motel lobby, reading, and they had no
trouble leaving us guys to the heat of the
parking lot.

The Funkhana thing was put to me about a
month earlier and I allowed as how I’d do it. I
talked this over with Bruce Clough at the June
MVT meeting, and some ideas for a course.
Originally I had been told it would be on a
parking lot, 50 yds by 100 yds. Later I was told
the plot would be an L shape some 65 feet
wide by 175 long in one direction and 130 by
130 on the other leg.

We got to Fuqua’s place of business in the
Hollister industrial Park and while Russ and Mr.
Austin (Spit’s owner) went about the water
pump business, I surveyed the lot. I had a 100
foot tape measure and soon discovered the lot
dimensions were pretty accurate, except for
the parking blocks, a fire hydrant and several
large trailers parked along the edges of a
furniture business, it still looked pretty doable.

Back to Dutton’s we went and the water pump
was soon in place. The car operation was
checked out and we started to think about
dinner and a show. Dinner was a nearby
Buffet, inexpensive and pretty good food. The
show as at the Starlight Theatre ($30.00 tickets
for $14.00) about a half mile down the strip
(Route 76 through the middle of Branson).
Norma and I walked, but most of the others
drove their cars and parked out in front as we
were to see a musical, “Lost in the Fifties”.
They also do a show about the sixties and one
about the seventies at different times. The
show drew a pretty good crowd, and they had
one character, Barney Fife from the Andy
Griffith show, who was not only right-on the
speech characteristics, but also played a mean
harmonica. Norma bought his CD. After the
show they gave us free ice cream sundaes and
Norma and I walked back to the motel in the
cooling of the evening…..  A word about the
mean ambient temperature in Branson. This
day it was at 96 or 98 F. Thursday through
Sunday it was about 100 each day. We went
through a lot of water.

Thursday Morning and there was the Breakfast
Run and then the Funkhana to set-up and run
in the afternoon. That evening we were all
going to the showboat for dinner and a show



(what else?). The breakfast run was a 30 mile
tour, south and west of Branson. We had about
23 cars lined up that morning, and we fell in
last, so as not to confuse the issue. The
morning temperature was about 80 or so. The
trip out was without incident and we arrived at
a log cabin type restaurant in about 45
minutes. Service was a little slow because they
did not normally cater to big groups. The food
was good. After, Garry Fuqua, Norma and I
repaired to his place of business where I
picked up his TR3 for a couple who wanted to
have a sports car to drive around in, because
they also had not bought a Triumph. Garry
offered me a car, but I refused. I drove the ‘3
back to Dutton’s and Norma drove the VW,
confiding to me later that she’d wished she
could have lead us because she was itching to
blow me into the weeds.

At Noon we got some lunch to go and headed
back out to Hollister Industrial Park to set up
the Funkhana. Several TTR people
volunteered to help run the event. When we
got there, it was apparent that the furniture
business was going full tilt, and when I spoke
to the owner, he told me that the area in front
of his business was not part of the Funkhana
deal. Made sense to me, but now I had a real
problem about how to set up the course. I
solved it by using a part of the road leading up
between the businesses’s not opened and that
part of the lot I could use. We were pressed for
time as the event started at 2 PM. I got the
course laid out by about 1:45 and Norma did
yeoman work laying down chalk arrows for the
drivers. The course was a slow one. From the
start it was weave through a set of five cones,
go up to the parking lot entrance and the
navigator had to do a fan (3) belt toss into a
bucket, then drive around a circle twice and
stop at a barrier. Back through four cones (125
feet) into a stall, Navigator had to get out and
sing one of two songs accompanying self with
a set of jingle bells, drive forward through a set
of five cones to a stop, to complete the fast
course. Then it was a restart for an idle coast
to a second finish line, the slow course, and
slowest time wins. I had had that part set for a
level part of the parking lot but the
rearrangement did not permit that so we made

it a coasting contest.  Our first car showed up
to compete at about 2:30. By 3:00 we had four
cars and learned that there was a road block
up between us and the hotel that was
preventing cars from reaching us. In the end
we had eight contestants, total. The TTR club
members who were there to help me run the
event were the Kirsis family, Steve, Karen,
Sydney (teen daughter), Max (eight, maybe?
And had his fun wearing out our radio) and
Sydney’s friend Ashley Allen, and Jeff Harris
and Russ Seto. There was another couple who
came out to watch and he helped a little, but I
never got his name. The songs were either
Camptown Races or Clementine, and we got
some great performances from the navigators
on those. It was very hot; probably 110 on the
macadam, one car competed one time and
blew a water hose. After a replacement was
found he ran again, later. By five o’clock we
were fried chicken, and dismantled everything
before running back to the motel to get ready
for dinner.
As we returned, I noted that the Clough’s had
just arrived. I wandered over. Bruce had his
Stag and Alice the TR7. Bridgette and Duncan
looked the worst for wear, as the family had
started from Kentucky early that morning and
driven over 800 miles. Alice and Bruce were
soaked with sweat, it had been so hot. They
repaired to the Day’s Inn swimming pool and
may still be there.
We had to be at the Showboat Branson Belle
by 7 for an 8 o’clock sailing. The moderator of
the shows and the dinner was really quite
engaging and funny. There were seven
singers, and two Russian interpretive dancers
who did a most excellent job, and Todd Oliver,
a ventriloquist who worked with live dogs as
dummies, and who later selected two people
from the audience (both from the mid-west)
and just rolled us in the isles with laughter as
he controlled their conversation. The meal was
good (nourishing) but nothing to write home
about. We were back to the motel by about 11
or a little after. As so often happens at these
meets, people congregated around the cars in
little discussion groups, which went on into the
early morning hours, with the wives blistering
away over here and the men over there and



people drifting off to their rooms later than they
wanted to. On to Friday….
The Friday Breakfast run was better attended
by about ten or twelve cars. The route was the
same as Thursday but we were going further,
42 miles, with the goal being the Table Rock
Café on Hwy. 13. Norma and I fell in at the end
of the line again and Norma used her cell
phone to keep the leader (Russ, again)
informed of progress and if we had any line
breaks, which we actually didn’t, except that
some five miles from our destination, we came
around a curve, a little late, and found about
six cars off on the side of the road. Jeff Krupp’s
TR3 had quit. Jeff’s the TRA Newsletter editor.
We got there as the hood came up. As luck
would have it just behind us was a county
sheriff, who flipped on his lights and parked at
the end of the entourage, slowing all further
traffic. At the ‘3, things seemed well in hand, it
was quickly determined that while the float
bowls were empty, there was fuel on the inlet
side of the pump, so it would seem the fuel
pump quit. One guy offered up a spare electric
fuel pump, and tubing and everyone under the
hood bent an effort to bypass the mechanical
unit. The sheriff deputy watched but decided
not to nose in. I think he was impressed at how
speedily progress was being made, and I noted
that he was probably younger than 30. In a
whipstitch the electric pump was ready to go,
and after some careful electrical connections to
the battery, it putted away…no fuel! All the
connections were gone over again. Looked
OK, so they tried again. The pump purred
away and still no fuel. Someone mentioned
polarity, and with a positive ground maybe it
was running backward. The connections were
switched. The pump purred away, still, still no
fu—wait here it comes, shut it off, shut it off!!!
Now to connect to the float bowls, and by the
way let’s bypass that fuel filter in the line, it
looks pretty dirty. Connections made, the
engine ground over and caught! Look at that,
the bypassed line from the fuel pump was
spitting gas too. Looks like a clogged filter
problem, where’s a NAPA store??  We arrived
at Table Rock about 40 minutes late and
eventually had breakfast.
Then it was back to the hotel for the business
meeting, held across the street from the hotel

at the Lodge of the Ozarks. Key item on the
agenda was seeking a sponsor for the show
next year. There were no takers at this
meeting, but some club may have volunteered
since then. I still like Bruce Clough’s plan to
have a roving meet in the Finger Lakes region
of Western NY State. TRA has been in Ohio
and Illinois a lot in recent years and they are
looking for even more diverse locations. A key
problem seems to be a lack of respect for TRA
efforts from VTR members.
One item brought up by the meeting Chairman,
Joel Rosen, the TRA Treasurer, was
repayment of the $1000.00 by Miami Valley
Triumphs, the seed money provided by TRA
for the 2004 meet. Joel commented that no
club had ever done that before and he was
very appreciative.
After a light lunch we geared up for the Poker
Rallye. Starts and ends at the Dutton Inn front
office. We started a half hour later than the
1:00 pm start time. Our first card draw was a
seven of diamonds and a ten of clubs, not very
auspicious. The third card was about twelve
miles away on Hwy 13 at the Pizzas and
Cream shop which we’d been by three times
now on various trips. This route needed no
discussion as it was practically programmed
into the steering. We drew a four of clubs at
Pizza’s, what a set, can’t do a straight, the best
might be a pair, on we went to Dairy Land just
down from Raymond’s Restaurant. Norma
disappeared therein and returned with a queen
of spades. Still nothing to write home about.
Back out on the road we discussed some
domestic needs and decided to shop for a
couple of birthday cards while we were out on
the road. The opportunity came at the little
town of Shell Knob (flat as a pancake) and a
small trip mall with a drug store. In we went
and as Norma browsed the cards I talked with
the pharmacist about how they now were
sequestering over the counter drugs used in
meth production. Cards bought, Norma wanted
to hit the thrift store at the end of the mall. Run
by the Presbyterian Church, it was small but
everything was for sale. We whiled away about
a half hour there and bought some small items.
Then it was back on the road again. We turned
onto the start of Route 76 headed back toward
Branson, but for the first five miles were stuck



behind a utility truck. That road was great!
Curves smooth surface elevation changes,
when the utility truck turned off, I let the VW out
a little bit and we rapidly overhauled a TR3
(California plates) ahead of us. He was moving
OK so I tucked in about 200 feet back and just
followed. Soon we were back into Branson
West and just missed the last route stop,
Lakeland Pharmacy. It took some time to back
track, and we noted that the TR3 missed it all
together. Finally back to the store, Norma
walked in and returned with another Queen.
WE now had a Pair. Another thing I noticed
was as I sat there awaiting Norma’s return, the
outside temperature, shown on the dash, rose
slowly from 100 F to 105 F in less than two
minutes. Pretty hot. Back on the road and
aiming for the Dutton Inn, we passed the TR3
returning to the drugstore. They got in about
fifteen minutes behind us. At the Dutton, I
again confronted Sharon Wortsman and was
asked to pick two more cards. I dug into the
two piles of cards and drew two. “Show me all
seven,” she asked. I did. Our final hand was a
queen high full house, as I had drawn a four
and a queen. So that was it and it all boiled
down to the last three cards drawn. You never
give up on a poker rally; it’s all in the cards.
The Welcome Dinner was out at Hollister
Industrial Park, to be followed by the auction
and the Lucas Olympics. The dinner and
auction were in one of Gary Fuqua’s
warehouses. No air conditioning, but he had a
number of fans going full blast. Dinner was
Mexican, salad, chips and salsa, beef and
chicken roll-ups (Fajitas), Mexican rice, refried
beans (Saturday was going to be noisy), beer
and soft drinks. The warehouse also housed
Gary’s current collection of cars, MG’s,
Triumphs, an E Jag, old Packard, about 15 or
so either restored or about to be. He also had
two very nice looking Austin-Healey’s over in
his other facility under going restoration. During
dinner, who should I see but Jimmy and
Marlene Carter, from MVT, but who I had not
seen yet were Forest Gwinn and Audrey. They
were at Branson, having come in with the
Clough’s, but squirreled away from the heat.
Bruce got the auction going after dinner had
been cleaned away and kept things moving
briskly along.

Shortly after the auction started, Mike Gruy,
TTR, tapped me on the shoulder and asked if
I’d come over and look at the Olympic site. It
was in a grass and wooded area in front of the
warehouse. There were four events, a fan belt
toss for cones set at various distances, very
difficult; a windshield wiper motor throw into
tires at various distances from the pitch line; a
station where you unscrewed spark plugs from
a TR cylinder head and then screwed them
back in, and a wheel barrow station where a
team had a wheel barrow with a plywood board
on it and about a dozen empty containers to be
piled on the board and wheel barrowed about
ten yards to a line and then back again, twice.
Problem was that on the bumpy ground the
containers did not want to stay on the plywood.
Four to a team. It was suggested that to get
players (from the auction) that the ladies be
asked to come over (knowing full well men
would come, too). That’s what happened.
There was a crowd over there in about fifteen
minutes. Norma recruited me for her team, and
it ended up as her and me, Russ and Alice
Clough, now was that competitive, or what? In
the events, it turned out that I was actually the
weak link in two events, but we really worked
at winning. In the fan belt toss, we got zero.
Not a ringer in twelve tosses. In the windshield
wiper toss we managed eight or nine out of
twelve into the closest tire, at 25 points per
toss. In the ‘Barrow run, Alice and Russ
recorded 18 seconds, Norma was in at 17
seconds and I trailed at 21 seconds. On the
spark plugs everybody shined but me, the
wrench kept flying off the extension on me. As
a team we recorded less than 3 minutes to
remove four and screw’em back in, each
person doing one plug in turn. We then stayed
and watched some of the other teams. The
ladies, some of whom had no idea that cars
even had engines, windshield wiper motors or
fan belts, acquitted themselves very well thank
you, even if some finger nails were broken. I
had the impression that most of them just
enjoyed doing something automotive where
they got praised for good performance. I
thought the scoring would be tight.
Back at the hotel, the wash rack was going full
blast and people were cleaning up the cars.



Saturday dawned clear and hot. The Concours
was in the morning. TRA Rules only
encompass TR2 – TR3B’s and TR4’s for the
Concours Judging, but TTR had opened the
meet to any Triumphs and all were eligible for
the Participant’s Choice. The events were held
in the Day’s Inn parking lot overlooking the
Dutton Inn. Whoever was running the cold
water concession made a mint. I think there
were only about eight Concour’s entrants, but
lines of TR3’s and TR6’s, Some TR4’s, and
TR250’s, some Spit’s, the Stag, a couple of ‘7’s
and Joe Richards had TR-1 there. Forest and
Audrey also made an appearance, so we
closed that loop. One thing I worked at was
helping Sharon Wortsman sell the left over
programs for the meet; she was hawking them
for $5.00 and making a bundle. They were
pretty nice, slick pages and lots of maps and
color photos. In the morning, Norma and
Marianne took the VW and disappeared, while
Russ and I wandered the show. It all began to
wind down at about 11:30 and at 12:00 we
broke for a quick lunch and then drove out to
Hollister Park for the Autocross.
The Autocross was set-up on the driveways
and parking lots of the various businesses in
the park. Russ set up and checked out the
timing and I worked as the starter. We had
about twenty cars entered (actually fewer cars
and more drivers). Everyone got two runs. The
cars were divided into two heats, but even at
that it was sometimes difficult to tell who was
running and which run were they on. The car to
have on this course was a Triumph Vitesse 6.
Two brothers had this snazzy little blue car and
I think they came in first and second, but Don
Carter was right there with them. A good time
was about 50 seconds and a bad time was a
minute fifteen.  We got the event completed,
though it was pretty hot and by five o’clock
were dismantling the course and winding up all
the electrical cords. Back to Dutton’s for a
shower and twenty minute snooze.
The last event was the Awards Banquet, again
in the Lodge of the Ozarks. Norma and I sat
with Gary Fuqua’s parents, Forrest and
Dorothy. Dinner was typical, but we enjoyed it
never the less. The awards were fun, but
lengthy. I don’t think that will ever change.
Norma won the first door prize, a singing turtle,

which she adores. The Lucas Olympic awards
were made. Our team was not third, our team
was not second, (you stand on a podium, a
medal is placed around your neck, your cheek
gets kissed, your country’s anthem is
played….YOU ARE an OLYMPIC
CHAMPION), and so we were, except we were
handed the medals and no anthem was
played, but no one kissed us either. Norma and
I also won the Poker Rallye, so at once the trip
had become a huge success.

We said our good-byes that night and were up
with the sun. Before 6 AM we were on Route
65 north to Springfield, and somewhere near
Rolla stopped for breakfast at Cracker Barrel.
No trucks had been seen on the road up to that
point, but they lurked in the rest areas and on
the entry ramps. We began to see the moving
pods at about ten o’clock, but were well up the
St Louis by then. Across the Mississippi before
Eleven and sticking to the Northern route (I-70)
set our sights on Indianapolis. We ate lunch at
about one-thirty near that city and were home
by 4 in the afternoon.
We unloaded the car, Norma started a load of
wash, and two days later we repacked the car
for San Antonio and a family reunion (eleven
days before getting home again), but that’s
another story…….
------------------------------------------------------------

Now for Bruce's TRA Report



TRA 2005: “Give
Me A Full Report!”
Warning.  What you are about to read is
uncensored and direct to the point.  It
contains the thoughts of a father and
husband as he led his family on a cross-
country jaunt to experience a Triumph
Meet. It can get graphic, even brutal, okay,
so not brutal….

Prologue
As TRA National Meeting Coordinator I
probably should show up at TRA evens, even
though we don’t have an early TR at the
moment.  Due to my encouragement, this
year’s meeting is at Branson MO, so I feel
destined to attend.  This is the first time TRA
Meet will be west of the Mississippi.  It’s a long
drive during a warm time of year, so we’re
planning on doing it in several days, taking side
roads and taking in some sights along the way.
I refuse to take Interstates if I have time – you
miss so much! I broadly advertised what we
were doing to generate a caravan, but only
Forrest and Audrey took us up on it for most of
the way.

Day One: True Face Uncovered
Luckily we were packed by noon when Forrest
and Audrey showed up.  With the Stag and the
TR7 we actually had plenty of room and no-
one felt cramped.  The goal for today was to
cruise down US 68 to Blue Licks State Resort
Park in Kentucky, between Maysville &
Lexington. The first 20 minutes of the drive was
uneventful, until we pulled into a gas station
outside Wilmington to get gas and my overflow
bottle spewed coolant all over the engine
compartment.  Mt St Helens in miniature.  I
knew I might have filled the coolant bottle up a
bit much, but this was ridiculous.

Forrest Tells Duncan That Cross Country In
Triumphs Can Be Fun, But We Probably Should
Leave The Lawn Mower At Home

Great, so much for the clean engine
compartment.  Once we figured out how to go
south on US 68 in Wilmington (not intuitively
obvious to the casual observer) we headed
south towards the river.

On The Road South, Open Country South Of
Wilmington.  Gotta Love The Hood Scoop

The original plan was to stop at the Rankin
House at Ripley, but due to my cooling system
I decided to stop at McDonalds instead.  Okay,
so they are not at all close, but the kids didn’t
mind.  Radiator ran perfectly, no coolant lost.
TR7 was running perfect.
After lunch we crossed the Ohio on a new
bridge (okay, so new to me) and headed
toward Old Washington, one of the original
Kentucky towns settled when Daniel Boone still
had interest in the local land.  It was supposed
to be chock full of those neatsy-cutsy shops,
but we only found one antique store open, so
we looked around.  Stag was running normal,
TR7 fine.



Blue Licks Lodge From The Hill Overlooking It – It
Doesn’t Get Much Prettier Than This!

Another twenty miles south brought us to Blue
Licks State Resort Park.  Now, for those of you
that do not know, Kentucky has a wonderful
system of resort parks that one can stay at for
a reasonable cost.  These really are fantastic
deals (especially compared to Ohio Parks) and
are all over the state.
Blue Licks is named for the creek running
through it, and is site to a Revolutionary War
encounter between Shawnee and Colonialists.
It’s nestled in a valley filled with a few fields
and a lot of forest.  Very picturesque.  We got
there in time to unpack (and watch the
expansion bottle overflow again, rats!) and hit
the pools, which felt wonderful!  Dinner at the
lodge was great for a family, but as we went
back to the room, we saw a raccoon dumping
over garbage cans.  This was the first live
‘coon the kids had ever seen, so they were
excited.  We followed it around at a safe
distance – I don’t think it liked Duncan’s
screams of joy at seeing it.

View From The Balcony At Blue Licks – You Could
Almost Hear The Fiddles In The Distance

Back at the room we got ready for the night. I
filled up the radiator on the Stag, practiced
mandolin on the balcony (nothing like a little
“Old Joe Clark” while the sun is setting behind
the hills), and Duncan threw up on Alice. Great
gag reflex, that guy.  Spent the rest of the night
cleaning clothes and drying them out.
Fortunately the bed was nice and I slept like a
baby.

Day Two: Bluegrass, History, And
Puddles
We were up early.  My family puts up with me
and my anal need to get going in the morning.
After cleaning up and a bit of packing we
trundled down to the restaurant for some
breakfast. As good as one would expect, and
even better. By 9 AM we were ready to roll,
and roll we did  - to the nearest Wal-Mart (we
forgot a few things, like deodorant, I won’t say
who forgot it) – this was an “old style” store, no
supercenter here. Once filled up with
deodorant, shower caps, and wet-wipes we
were back on the road. On the west side of
Paris (KY) we start into serious horse country.
White fences, big homes, and fields full of
grazing horses. Try to see this from an
interstate!  Bridgett was on the lookout for
horses!  The horse country continues as 68
heads southeast from Lexington, but pretty
much ends when you get to the Kentucky River
Canyon – I call it a canyon since that’s what it
is, dug by erosion over the years several
hundred feet below the surrounding plain.  The
road gets really fun here!  This is a really great
drive and I’m sorry more folks didn’t take
advantage of it!

Horse Country: Fences and Big Barns!



West of the Kentucky River the land becomes
more rolling, and the roads are great Triumph
roads. When I was young my parents took me
to many Civil War battlefields, but I had never
been to Perrysville. This time we stopped
there.
Perryville Battlefield is a state park, not a
national one.  As battles go, it wasn’t as bloody
as Shiloh or Chickamauga, but it did ensure
that Kentucky stayed in the Union camp.
Can’t say the rest of the family enjoyed it
besides the stop, but I thought it interesting.
Now the day was starting to get hot!  Over 90
degrees, but the Stag cooling system was
handling it.  Heading west we stopped for lunch
at Lebanon, KY, where Duncan again gagged
himself while eating too fast.  He has regained
the title of “Spewboy”. After lunch we went to
the Lincoln Homestead, a National Park south
of Louisville.

Bridgett Puts Together Stuff.  We Arrived Just In
Time For Crafts At Lincolns Homestead

This is where Lincoln spend childhood an early
adolecense.  It also is where they don’t really
have the Lincoln Cabin, but they have one from
the Lincoln’s neighbors dating to the same
time, so they’re restoring that.  We all lounged
in the shade and had some water while
Bridgett put crafts together.

Duncan Practicing For A Part Posing For The Next
“American Gothic”.  What a Serious Look! That’s
The Ersatz Lincoln Cabin In The Back

Back on the road, I had planned to drive
through Bill Monroe’s home town of Rosine,
KY, but we were behind schedule a bit, so I
had to bypass Rosine to get to our destination
for the night – Pennyrile resort park.  I played
some more traditional Bluegrass and waved
“hi” as I passed by on the Western Kentucky
Expressway…
…Which I shouldn’t have taken, or driven as
fast on it since I had an eruption from the
expansion bottle when we pulled off the
expressway for gas (Alice was being a good
troop so far putting up with me and my Stag.)
once The engine cooled a bit and sucked in the
fluid, I added more, and we were on our way.
Pennyrile – what another great place to stay.
Nestled in rolling forested hills by a nice lake, it
had 29 rooms (small place), but has a big
restaurant and a big pool!  And a big pool was
what we wanted to see!  But first of all there
was work to do...

Lodge At Pennyrile – Another really Nice Place!  Can
you say woods?



Work?  Yes, not only did we have to unpack,
but I had to fix the front spoiler on the TR7 that
his a curb, but I also had to get a larger
overflow bottle into the Stag.

Another Wonderful Balcony View – Lake And Trees

While Alice and the kids got cleaned up I
headed to the parking lot, but I would not be
alone.  Those who remember Bob Kamholtz
from Thunderbird Racing and Triumph Parts
fame, affectionately known as the Cheeseman,
would be happy to know that he and his wife
Sharon joined us for dinner (they just live a few
miles away).  Cheeseman brought a gallon
antifreeze bottle and gobs of nylon ties, and in
about ten minutes we had a big overflow bottle
rigged up & operational.  TR7 just took some
wire that I had in the trunk, of course!  Glad
Bob was there – we really needed help!
I’m not quite sure why I hurried to get ready for
dinner.  It was the slowest service I’ve seen in
quite a while!

Cheeseman and Sharon Join Us For A “Leisurely”
Dinner

Well, it finally got there, and for a change,
Duncan kept it down!   After dinner we walked

to the pool - Sharon and Bob had to get back,
but the rest of us got in the water.  By the time
we were ready to get out the Pennyrile Theater
was in operation (VRC connected to an LCD
projector).  Show was “O Brother Where Art
Thou”.  Bridgett wanted to stay to watch, and
wanted to know the meaning of the “O Death”
scene – maybe a bit later on in life…  In bed by
10.

Day Three: Into The Oven
Up early once again, not only did we want to
get going sooner, but also wanted to account
for the slow service at the Restaurant.  Good
think we did since it took 45 minutes to get
cereal and juice!  The slow service was the
only drawback to Pennyrile, all else was
beautiful.
We took of driving southwest to Murray, KY.
This took us over some wonderful roads in nice
rolling country – reminded me quite a bit of
Holmes County OH.  We were meeting Jeff
(and you’ll have to forgive me since I forgot his
last name) who was going to join us in his TR6
for the rest of the trip.
Jeff’s got a nice spread, and a wonderful
garage.  We pitted there and then headed
northwest toward Cairo, IL.  Countryside is
roiling and wooded, good road and plenty of
garage sales.  All that changed when we
crossed the Mississippi.  It was now flat flood
plain, very few trees, lotsa farm production,
and getting hot!

TR6 Joined The Caravan, Leading Us Out Of
Kentucky

Pressing on in the hazy, hot early afternoon we
came to Dexter, MO.  Jeff indicated that they



had great BBQ here, and pulled off the four-
lane to a place called the “Hickory Log
Restaurant and Lounge”.  Now, normally I don’t
comment on restaurants (yeah, right), but this
place had GOOD BBQ.  Definitely a place
worth stopping!   Oh yeah, Duncan barfed
‘cause he didn’t like the whipped cream on
dad’s dessert, but we caught it before it soaked
into any clothes…
Once we got on the other side of Poplar Bluff
we took US160 across the southern part of
Missouri, rather than the straighter, 4-lane
US60.  We wanted to see the country, and see
the country we did.

Ozark Countryside From The 55 MPH Stag

West of Poplar Bluff US 160 goes through the
southern part of the Ozark Mountains, which
I’ve been told are the oldest mountains in North
America.  Scenery looks a bit like eastern Ohio
or some parts of West Virginia, albeit the trees
tend to be more oak and pine.  The roads are
just as twisty-turny.  These are fine Triumph
roads!
We pulled in for gas about 60 miles east of
Poplar Bluff and asked the lady at the station
how much longer to Branson. “Well, you folks
are going the slow way, all US160 is curvy
roads all the way there – much faster on
US60”.  We just smiled!  Back to the curvy
roads!
As we were going through White Springs, Jeff’s
TR6 decided to was too hot and vapor locked.
While the rest of the crew took a breather in
the shade we got Jeff’s car running again – felt
good not to be the only car that had difficulties
in the hot, relentless Missouri sun!

US160 – Typical Curvy Road Ahead From The
Driver’s Seat

A couple of more hours to Branson.  Roads
kept curving, Bruce kept smiling, Bridgett kept
asking when we would get there. Alice was
complaining about listening to the same kid’s
CD over and over, but at least Duncan was
learning a few more tunes!

Typical Driver’s View Of Branson, Cars Ahead As
Far As The Eye Can See, Speed About 0.5 MPH

Once we got near Branson I decided to take
the caravan south of town and take US65 north
then get off at MO 76.  The other choice was to
go through downtown, or a long loop south and
west across Table Rock Lake Dam.  Probably
should have driven across the dam!  Speaking
of dams, we ran into a traffic jam heading up
the ridge (the tourist side of Branson is on the
top of a ridge west of town).  It took us 15
minutes to get to a side road, then another 15
minutes to get down the side road.  Dang!
These folks don’t know what that right pedal is
for!
After we had slogged our way through the
horrendous traffic, we finally got on the west



end of Green Mountain Road and the traffic
disappeared.  Wow, the last ½ mile was hassle
free.  We saw the Dutton Inn to the right and
pulled in.

The Dutton (Was Boxcar Willie) Inn.  Lotsa Parking,
No Pool, Some TRs

Okay, The Dutton Inn - fairly new, very clean,
three stories with good elevator, ample
parking, wonderful rates, surrounded by
sloping asphalt, no pool and nary a grass blade
to be seen. No attached restaurant, small
breakfast room, no place for me to whip out the
mandolin for a bit of Bluegrass.  Great place if
you’re a car nut, but not the best place for kids,
and we wanted a dip in a pool after that drive!
Rats, should have read the Inn’s web site!  We
settled for a cool shower and went to the
nearest family restaurant open – a Pizza Hut!
Wow, gourmet food. After we got back I made
a connection with quite a few Triumph folks
hangin’ in the parking lot (the parking lot was
full of TRs as far as the eye could see, okay,
for at least as long as their parking lot…) then
hit the sack – I was tired!
Note about Branson – As far as I can tell, and
this is not meant to make fun of my relatives
from, or still living in, the hills, but Branson is
kinda like the Las Vegas for the Hillbilly set (as
JZ noted). No gambling, but the place is
packed with set, dedicated shows of a lot of
groups/folks I’ve never heard of.  Many people
love it, I don’t.  Probably just me. I think if you
are a family living in Utah, and you can sing,
you’re here in Branson, what I call the Osmond
Phenomena.  I suppose they are good, but my
bag isn’t glitzy shows with a lot of flash, I like
the simple shows where the musicians, and
their talent, stands alone, and there are not

many of those here as far as I can read in the
paper.  I thought I might be able to catch new
talent (maybe even Bluegrass) at local clubs,
but they are all set shown catering to the
tourists with the same kind of music that did
the Murder Down On Music Row.  I digress –
back to Branson.
As I wrote, all the hotels, shows, rides,
restaurants, tourist traps, etc. are all on top of a
ridge with a single three-lane road (MO 76)
running through the middle.  It is bumper-to-
bumper traffic most of the day. You have to
avoid this with Triumphs, especially when the
thermometer is approaching 100.  The back
way, Green Mountain Road, is busy on its east
side, but fortunately we are on the west side
where traffic is light. We would use that to our
advantage over and over again.

View From The Dutton Room – Plenty Of TRs! Note
Lack Of Traffic On Green Mountain Road In
Background

I’d like to digress again and make sure I thank
the folks from the Texas Triumph Register,
Miami Valley Triumphs, TRA National
Committee and others that set up the Meeting.
They did a wonderful job.  All events were
good and ran well despite the hot weather, and
they worked their butts off.  I might moan a bit
about the traffic and glitz, but I’ve got nothing
but good things to say about the Meet!

Day Four: Why Aren’t Vacations
Restful?
Was up at 4 AM local time, my internal clock
set for 5 Eastern!  After I made coffee I
wandered out and found others with the same
problem, so we chatted about an hour and
cleaned bugs off the cars. About then Alice got



up and we decided to move the clan over to
the Days Inn across the street after breakfast
so we’d have a pool and grass to play in.

View Down The Slope At The Dutton In Of The EMR
Line Up.  I Think That’s John Huddy’s Butt!

Speaking of breakfast, we got the Clough Clan
(okay, so technically speaking Clough is a
Yorkshire name so I should say Duncan
Clan…)  up, changed, and in the car for the
EMR (Early Morning Run), and we took the
tops down!
Breakfast run was nice, and long – took an
hour to get to the restaurant, but we weren’t
complaining –roads were wonderful.  Breakfast
itself was a buffet, and was too much!  Burrrrp!

EMR Destination Just North Of Kimberly City

After we got back we immediately moved the
clan to the Days Inn, Room was smaller, but
we were in the first building right across from
the pool.  Bonus!
As I was contemplating a dip in the pool I was
reminded that I had to get to the TRA
Membership Meeting which was being held in
another hotel about a half a mile away!  One of
those National Officer duties, I suppose.  I
hoofed it over there with Bridgett in time to take

a seat in front of everyone. The Meeting was
pretty sedate, only issue was talking clubs into
hosting national meetings like the one we were
at in Branson. I acted as Secretary, took good
notes, then lead the discussion about national
meetings. Alice & Mr. D were there, so we had
lunch and were headed to the pool when I
remembered that I volunteered to be at the
TRA Registration Desk in the afternoon.
Hoofed it back to the Dutton Inn and sat down
with the folks at the registration table.  As I
threatened, I brought the mandolin and
serenaded the crew with a few songs.  I also
traded stories with Leon and Joe, helped tag
auction parts, and chatted with Charles
Runyan who had his display in there. My shift
was up at 4 PM, so back I went to the hotel
room and helped Alice get Thing 1 and Thing 2
ready for dinnertime festivities…
…which were on the other side of Branson, so
we had to drive that long road over the dam to
avoid traffic.  The location was Gary Fuqua’s
Sports Car Shop.  Gary is a member of MVT
and TTR, and has a nice facility which we put
to good use.  In one building he had the dinner
set-up and was also the auction location.
Outside they were setting up the Lucas
Olympics.  Saturday it would be the autocross
location. A little bit of everything for those
attending!

Jeff Z. Tried To Entice Alice Into Getting The Author
To Let Him Win Auctions.  Didn’t Work Dude!



Chow Line At Gary’s Before The Auction

Dinner was Mexican, not much for the kids to
eat, but we had thought about that and brought
food along.  Good thing, left more for us!
While Alice joined Stan, Norma, and Russ Seto
to attempt the Lucas Olympics, I had my hands
filled getting ready for the auction.  Fortunately
this year we didn’t have 150 parts, just about
40.  40 parts, but they were all quality and all
fetched a hefty bid.  We got the auction over
with under two hours, bills paid, and I still had
my voice!  I only ended up with a couple of
items – a British driver’s license and a set of
front lenses for a 2500, which will fit the Stag.
We headed back to the hotel and a late dinner
at Wendy’s for Thing 1 & 2.  Quality food, for
sure!
I got to bed late, as usual. Spent it looking at
places to hold TRA Meet next year.  As
Meeting Coordinator I get the job of putting it
together if nothing else comes up.

Thing 1 & Thing 2 In A Rare Moment Of Sibling
Affection

Day Five: Direct To The Fire, Bypass
Fry Pan
Satuday.  Concourse Day.  Jeff Z. asked me to
help on the chassis crew.  “Great”, I thought.
“easiest job in the Concourse”.  Little did I
know!
The day started off easy enough.  Although the
Meeting Hotel was The Dutton Inn, the car
show was at the Days Inn due to the greater
parking lot area.  Twist my arm, we’re staying
at the Days!  I knew we would be busy judging,
so I wanted to park the cars early, but nobody
was there to direct traffic.  I parked in the
midst, but kinda out of the way so I could move
the cars quickly.  Alice told me to drink a lot of
water, and they were off to do some touristy
things while the car show was on.
The parking was a bit of duck-duck-goose, but
the crew finally got it sorted out and both
Concourse and Participant’s choice cars were
arrayed in their entire splendor.  The rest of the
chassis crew was there at 9 AM, so we
launched…

Concourse Part of the Car Show.  6 cars signed up,
but I Think 11 Ended Up Entering – You Can Almost
See The Air Shimmering In The Heat

…right into the furnace!  It was already well
into the 80’s by the time we started.  Let me set
this up for the readers - 80+ by 0900, not a
cloud in the sky, no shade anywhere, and
we’re on pavement (at least it was concrete,
not asphalt!).  This was not going to be fun.



Looking The Other Direction Toward The
Participant’s Choice Car Show.  Not Cooler In That
Direction Either!

Well, at least the Judges had water provided.
Well, no, but we could buy it for $1. We ended
up buying a bottle then going to a room and
refilling the water. I had a towel to lie on the
concrete with, which helped.  After we did a
few cars we realized that this was taking longer
than we thought due to the heat and going
back to the Judges Room to do the calculating.
We thought it would get easier after a few cars
– we were wrong. It took us all of the three
hours to get done, and along the way one of
our crew overheated and had low blood sugar,
so he had to drop out, and Jeff Z. wasn’t
feeling too well due to the heat.  It didn’t help
that some of the cars had a lot wrong
underneath and we had to document it.  We
ended up being the last crew done!  Medic!
.

The One Touristy Thing We Did While In Branson.  I
don’t think my uncle’s DUKW was quite this fancy,
I’ll have to ask!

Once I got back all I wanted to do was drink
water and jump in the pool, which I did.  Family
played in the pool for nearly an hour when
Alice suggested that we go ride the Ducks,
which I agreed to – always wanted to ride a
duck.  We have to at least do something
touristy while we’re here!
Duck spelled DUKW. WWII Amphibious
Vehicles that went slow in the water and just a



bit faster on land.  The ones these guys used
were modified (original 6-cylinder replaced with
a 427 and lengthened) for toting tourist types
around.  We got a captain whose corny jokes
kept us groaning the entire trip.  We crawled up
the side of a mountain to look at other
dilapidated WWII vehicles and got a very
scenic view of the Branson area.  The crash
into the water was a good ride, and Bridgett got
to pilot the boat.  Once back we all got our
quackers, made it out of the gift shop with our
wallets, and heaqded to the Stone Hill Winery
just around the corner on the way back to the
hotel.
Stone Hill Winery’s main operations is out of
Herman, MO, a lot closer to St Louis than
Branson.  At Branson they maintain a small
bottling and large sales operation. We toured a
few rooms and then were led off to a wine
tasting location.  Tried about 15 wines, and
actually likes a few!  We bought some bottles –
wow, more souvenirs!
Back to the hotel and quickly shower for the
banquet, yell at the kids to get changed, and
make sure we had the banquet tickets. The
banquet was at the Inn of the Ozarks (The
Jewel of Branson) , which was a nice place.
We got in before many people did since I
wanted to get a decent place for the family,
and look over the door prizes I was supposed
to award.

Banquet Room, Full Of Happy Triumph People, And
Two Kids With Their Duck Quackers – We Won’t Say
Whose!

One of the nice things is being in early we saw
the person putting stickers on the chairs for
who got the table decoration.  Since part of it
was a funnel that would work good with
radiator fluid.  I made a mental note to ask the

person that sat in that chair if I could borrow
the funnel for the trip home!

Typical TRA Banquet Bar Scene – Who’s That In The
Light-colored Shirt?

Dinner was very good (I still am reminded of
that miserly dinner we had in 1986 of
undercooked chicken, a couple of green
beans, and a piece of strawberry shortcake the
size of a quarter!) and soon afterwards I
launched into giving the door prizes away,
helped by Vanna (Bridgett) .  I suppose I was
entertaining, but it seemed like the door prizes
went forever (but they really were all good!)
Next came the non-car show awards.  To
nobody’s surprise, the CSSS team won the
Lucas Olympics hands down.  They each
received a very nice gold medal and were just
a class act. Prizes for the rallies and autocross
(yes, we had one on Saturday while we were
riding the Ducks), longest distance traveled in
a Triumph , etc.  Next came the Participant’s
Choice Car Show Awards – took third in Open
Class (not surprised – three cars in class, and
the Vitesse and Morgan in the class were
VERY nice cars.  Inca (our TR7) took first
place in the TR7 class.  Next came more door
prizes (not a door amongst them) and the
Concourse Awards.  Best of Show this year
went to a very nice TR4.
What a long night.  We came away with three
awards, numerous door prizes (most of which
we gave to Becky Hartley since they were free
tickets to shows, and the Hartley’s were
coming back), and two tired kids. We hoofed it
back to the Days Inn, put the kids to bed and
packed.  Long day ahead Sunday…



Day Six: On The Road Again, Still
Hot!
Five days down, five days of scorching heat,
five days of wondering if Krakatoa under the
hood was going to explode.  Sunday morning
was a bit cooler (maybe 2 degrees, big
whoopee!) , but at least the right trend was
there.

Branson No Traffic.  True, I’m Not Lying – Really!

Sunday morning we were up earlier than ever
before – we wanted to get going in the cool of
the morning, so we were rolling by 0630.  The
drive going back would be on US 60 rather
than US 160.  Straighter roads, flatter terrain,
4-lane most of the way to Poplar Bluff. To get
to 60 we went northeast on State Route 76
through some beautiful Ozark morning
scenery.
I finally found out that I liked Branson at 0630 –
no traffic!  What took 30 minutes to drive on
Thursday took 5 on Sunday!  It felt really
strange doing 35 MPH past places which took
10 minutes to pass just a day earlier.
Northeast of Branson Rt 76 is a very nice drive.
Rolling elevations, no traffic, and good road.
The sun was just making it’s way up and all
seemed right with the world.

Pretty Ozark Countryside Heading East

But that didn’t last too long! Sunday was
another long, hot drive.  I pushed the Stag a bit
too hard and had an eruption at a gas station
as we closed on Poplar Bluff. After that (and
buying two gallons of antifreeze) I backed off to
60 mph and ran the heater (The Stag has a
VERY good heater in it!) and didn’t have any
other problems for the day except for us
drinking water like a fish and having to stack up
the empties in the back seat.  We noted
Forrest and Audrey were cozy in the air-
conditioned Miata!
We crossed the Mississippi on I-57 and
headed northeast into Illinois, got of the
interstate, got some gas, got some Ice Cream,
and took a fairly scenic route to Vincennes,
Indiana. From Vincennes it’s another 60 miles
east to Spring Mill State Resort Park.  We ran
into the first rain of the trip, a few drops on the
windshield as we followed the Wabash north,
but it didn’t even wash the bug splat off the
glass!
Spring Mill Park a wonderful place.  The web
site pictures do not do it justice.  I wish I’d have
taken a few more pictures! It was hands-down
the prettiest, and best park we had stayed at.
Stone buildings nestled in a little valley in
wooded, rolling hills.  Nice rooms, wonderful
gift shop (stock full of local artisan’s
handiwork), excellent recreational facilities,
pioneer village museum, and cheap rooms.
Their restaurant was even good.  This place
had it all going for it!  It even has a parking
garage!  We had the buffet that night, then
went off to the pool for an hour.  Duncan even
got in the water!



We headed off to sleep that night, and I
actually dragged out the little portable
computer I took along and started typing this
article up.  The bed was comfortable, and
sleep came fast.

Only time they are ever not picking on each other!
But Even Then Duncan Was Trying To Shove

Bridgett Off The Bed!

Day Seven: Home At Last!
Since we were in no hurry on this Monday, we
slept in (wow, the first time since going on
vacation - what’s wrong with this picture?), ate
a leisurely breakfast, and (as usual) took roads
less traveled east. We headed on US 50
towards Cincinnati, but headed north up the
east side of Brookville lake to Indiana Route 44
which becomes Oh 725 which took us directly
back to Bellbrook, stopping at the Cracker
Barrel in Sugarcreek for a very late lunch,  Said
our good-byes to Forrest and Audrey there and
headed towards Spring Valley.

Pretty much this sums it up!

Rolled back to the house at  4PM, unpacked,
unpiled the papers, and cleared the 1500

messages (mostly Viagra spam) in our in box.
Estimated we did almost 1600 miles on the trip.
TR7 used a pint of oil and a cup of coolant.
Stag used a quart of ATM fluid, pint of oil, and
a couple of gallons of coolant left in gas station
puddles from Ohio to Missouri. Gas cost ,
around $200.  Hotel bills, about $320, Food &
other stuff, about $300.  Not bad for a family of
four for a week.
That night I started back into the Stag. Moral
Of Story – never take a car you have only
driven 20 miles on a 1600 jaunt!
Another Note – We did this via roads less
traveled on purpose.  I watched with interest
other folks whose idea of a good time is to burn
it as fast as possible on the interstate so they
can park their car in a hot parking lot.
Personally, I believe the trip is part of the
adventure.  Those diving fast on the sterile
limited-access roads really miss the scenery
and beauty of what they pass! I’m sorry we
didn’t have a few more days, since there were
many interesting things we passed along the
way.  The journey is part of the meet.  Okay,
soap box mode off!
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Bidding has ended for this item 

If you are a winner, Sign In for your status. 

Buyer or seller of this item? Sign in for your status. 

Additional options: 

List an item like this one. 

The seller ended this listing early because the item was lost or broken. 
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Seller information 

PayPal Buyer Protection 
Free Coverage now up to $1,000. See eligibility. 

Special Summer Offer 

Buy today and make no payments for 3 months 
and no interest if paid in 3 months when you use 
PayPal Buyer Credit. Total purchase must be over 
$50. Subject to credit approval. US residents only. 
See details | Apply now 



 

Description (revised) 

Have you inadvertantly let the smoke out of the wires on your classic British car? This, then, is the solution to your 
problem! 

Here is presented for your perusal one Lucas Replacement Wiring Harness Smoke kit, P/N 530433, along with the 
very rare Churchill Tool 18G548BS adapter tube and metering valve. These kits were supplied surreptitiously to 
Lucas factory techincians as a trouble-shooting and repair aid for the rectification of chronic electrical problems on a 
plethora of British cars. The smoke is metered, through the fuse box, into the circuit which has released it's original 
smoke until the leak is located and repaired. The affected circuit is then rectified and the replacement smoke re
introduced. An advantage over the cheap repro smoke kits currently available is the exceptionally rare Churchill 
metering valve and fuse box adapter. It enables the intrepid and highly skilled British Car Technician to meter the 
precise amount of genuine Lucas smoke required by the circuit. 

Unlike the cheap, far-eastern replacement DIYsmoke offered by the "usual suppliers", this kit includes a filter to 
ensure that all the smoke is of consistent size, It has been our experience in our shop that the reproduction 
Tiawanese smoke is often "lumpy", which will cause excessive resistance in our finely-engineered British harnesses 
and components. This is often the cause of failure in the repro electrical parts currently available, causing much 
consternation and misplaced cursing of the big three suppliers. 

These kits have long been the secret weapon of the "Ultimate Authorities" in the trade, and this may be the last one 
available. Be forewarned, though, that it is not applicable to any British vehicle built after the discontinuing of bullet 
connectors, so you Range Rover types are still on your own... 

This Genuine Factory Authorised kit contains enough smoke to recharge the entire window circuit on a 420 Jaguar, 
and my dear friend and advisor George Wolf of British Auto Specialty assures me that he can replace ALL the 
smoke in a W&F Barrett All-Weather Invalid Car(147 CC) with enough left over to test a whole box of Wind-Tone 
horns for escaped smoke. How much more of an endorsement do you need? 

More, you say? Well, I once let the smoke out of the overdrive wiring on my friend Roger Hankey's TR3B, and was 
able to drive over 200 miles home from The Roadster Factory Summer Party by carefully introducing smoke into the 
failed circuit WITHOUT even properly repairing the leak. Another friend, Richard Stephenson, was able to repair 
the cooling fan circuit of his Series 1 E-type by merely replacing a fuse and injecting a small quantity of smoke back 
into the wires. So there! 

So, if you're troubled by lost smoke, bid early and bid often! Thanks for looking! 

Select a picture 



 

FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Questions from other members 

Question & Answer Answered On 

smoking. Can this item help him to respect a little...more Jun-09-05 

you should be happy that all you have caught him doing...more 

the speed of dark? 
Jun-09-05 

The problem is that that special Lucas perfume...more Jun-09-05 

back the aroma by itself. 

changes that have happened since the mid 70's. Could...more Jun-09-05 

to original factory condition, with ALL the LAT...more Jun-09-05 

View all 70 questions 

Q: I have a fourteen year old son named Lucas who I have caught several times in the back of the garage 

A: Part of the problem may be the fact that you named your son after the Prince Of Darkness. Mayhaps 

Q: Once I have re-introduced smoke into my TR-2, do you warranty that it's system will resume operating at 

A: If you reintroduce the smoke through a microwave oven, you may even go back in time! 

Q: I have been very diligent over the years and have maintained the smoke in my Sunbeam's wires perfectly. 

A: No adapter needed, but have you tried just STARTING that overrestored trailer queen? It might bring 

Q: This has been a most informative thread which set me off thinking about wider global environmental 

A: Hey- This is a serious site- we're not discussing "junk science" like Global Climate Change! 

Q: I have a questions. For some time. My object is to restore a the few pre-Chrysler Rootes Sunbeam Tigers 

A: The Lucas smoke may cause failure of the connecting interstices, but the, so will everything else. 

 



 

Shipping and payment details 

Services available 
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details. 

Will ship to Worldwide. 

Seller's payment instructions & return policy 
Payment must be received within five days of auction close or item will be relisted and negative feedback posted. Overseas buyers 
contact me for shipping quote. Overseas buyers must use Paypal ,credit card, or cashiers check payable in US funds. 

Payment methods accepted 

Personal check 
Money order/Cashiers check 
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted 

Where to go next? 

Back to home page  | Printer friendly page  | Safe Trading Tips 

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item. 
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